
NOTE CARDS

A  Basic Guide



Requirements
• Sources

• 5 scholarly/academic sources
• Number of Cards

• 15 cards—minimum

• Format
• Typed, MLA, (half sheets are recommended)



Scholarship
• Locate viable sources that discuss your topic 
and sub-topics.

• Make one note “card” for each point you want to 
use from the source.

• Be sure to cite the information accurately.



How to create a Note card

• Write 1 note per card
• Provide bibliographic info
• Include page numbers
• Use MLA format
• Indicate sub-topics



Research Topic
• My working thesis:

• Life in Brazilian favelas represents not 
only poverty, but it also presents a culture 
of violence and distrust.



Subtopics
• Points I plan to discuss in my paper 

• Culture of favelas:
• Inhabitants/Social Integration
• Democracy/Discrimination
• Gangs/Law Enforcement
• Distrust of government



Inhabitants/Social Integration (subtopic)

Huguet, Clarissa, and Ilona Szabó de Carvalho. "Violence in the 

Brazilian Favelas and the Role of the Police." New Directions 

for Youth Development 2008.119 (2008): 93-109. Academic 

Search Premier. Web. 30 Mar. 2013.  Huguet and Carvalho 

explain the population breakdown of Rio de Janeiro.  Of the 

city’s approximate 7 million population, some 1 million people 

live in 700 hundred favelas located in the city (94).  The authors 

indicated that “reliable sources affirm that from 1 to 3 percent of 

this population is involved in criminality and drug trafficking” 

(94).



Social Integration (subtopic)

Huguet, Clarissa, and Ilona Szabó de Carvalho. "Violence in the Brazilian Favelas 

and the Role of the Police." New Directions for Youth Development 2008.119 

(2008): 93-109. Academic Search Premier. Web. 30 Mar. 2013.  Huguet and 

Carvalho contend because the inhabitants of the favelas are discriminated 

against, the integration of those living in the favelas with the non-slum 

dwellers extremely difficult.  They further explain, “A state that fails in its 

duty to deliver basic services, education, and health care, which would 

eventually lead to the social integration necessary to individuals coming from 

lower classes, mainly to youth, . . . has great responsibility for the level of 

crime and violence that characterizes cities like Rio de Janeiro today” (98).



Democracy (subtopic)

Perlman, Janice. "Disillusion with Democracy." Social Policy 
41.2 (2011): 48-57. Academic Search Premier. Web. 30 
Mar. 2013.  Perlman explains that the end of the 
dictatorship and the re-introduction of democracy into 
Brazil did not change the life of the poor (49).  



Democracy (subtopic)

Perlman, Janice. "Disillusion with Democracy." Social Policy 
41.2 (2011): 48-57. Academic Search Premier. Web. 30 
Mar. 2013.  Perlman describes the initial hope that through 
their votes that democracy would help the urban poor: “The 
urban boor could use their numbers to hold officials 
accountable to their campaign promises, have a greater 
voice over decisions directly affecting their lives, and 
thereby gain stronger bargaining power to negotiate for 
community improvements” (50).  



Democracy(subtopic)

Perlman, Janice. "Disillusion with Democracy." Social Policy 
41.2 (2011): 48-57. Academic Search Premier. Web. 30 
Mar. 2013.  Perlman illustrates the people’s attitudes: 

While the redemocratization may have granted the 
urban poor de jure citizenship, they do not feel that they 
have de facto citizenship.  They remain pseudocitizens.  
The majority of our sample—seventy-nine percent of 
original interviewees—said, ‘The end of the 
dictatorship had no significant impact’ on their lives. 
(50)



Democracy/ Law Enforcement (subtopic)

Arias, Enrique Desmond, and Corinne Davis Rodrigues. "The 
Myth of Personal Security: Criminal Gangs, Dispute 
Resolution, and Identity in Rio de Janeiro's Favelas." Latin 
American Politics and Society 48.4 (2006): 53-81. 
Academic Search Premier. Web. 30 Mar. 2013.  Arias and 
Rodrigues provide data indicating that in 1995 “9.3 percent 
(358) of all homicides in Rio de Janeiro were attributed to 
law enforcement officers with the most of these lethal 
confrontations occuring in favelas” (57).  



Democracy/ Law Enforcement (subtopic)

Arias, Enrique Desmond, and Corinne Davis Rodrigues. "The Myth 
of Personal Security: Criminal Gangs, Dispute Resolution, and 
Identity in Rio de Janeiro's Favelas." Latin American Politics and 
Society 48.4 (2006): 53-81. Academic Search Premier. Web. 30 
Mar. 2013.  Arias and Rodrigues explain the conditions in the 
favela: “Repression now takes place at the hands of violent social 
actors themselves, along with rogue police, who, through their 
involvement ion the drug trade or it repression, visit huge 
amounts of violence on the communities least able to defend 
themselves” (57).



Gangs (subtopic)

Arias, Enrique Desmond, and Corinne Davis Rodrigues. "The Myth 
of Personal Security: Criminal Gangs, Dispute Resolution, and 
Identity in Rio de Janeiro's Favelas." Latin American Politics and 
Society 48.4 (2006): 53-81. Academic Search Premier. Web. 30 
Mar. 2013.  Arias and Rodrigues further explain that through 
need and lack of fair legal representation, residents have turned 
to the gangs for protection and services.  They contend that 
“these organizations [gangs] have historically provided favela 
residents with some minimal social services, such as financial 
assistance for funerals, water service, and vans to take residents 
to and from stores and hospitals” (61).



Gangs (subtopic)

Arias, Enrique Desmond, and Corinne Davis Rodrigues. "The Myth of 
Personal Security: Criminal Gangs, Dispute Resolution, and Identity in 
Rio de Janeiro's Favelas." Latin American Politics and Society 48.4 
(2006): 53-81. Academic Search Premier. Web. 30 Mar. 2013.  Arias 
and Rodrigues further illustrate that though the gangs may seem helpful 
to the residents, there is a darker center.  They explain, “At the heart of 
today’s favela norms is the lei do silêncio (law of silence) (62).  
However, the authors explain that the law is not perfect “because 
favelas are tightly knit, closed, and closely related communities, an 
attack on one resident can create antipathy toward traffickers from the 
victim’s friends, family, and neighbors” (62).  As a result the traffickers 
have to walk a fine line between maintaining control and peace in the 
favelas (62). 



Prepare for the Outline:
When you’re finished taking notes on all of your sources, then 
cut the pages in half and organize the notes by the subtopic.  
For example, below I’ve listed my three subtopics.  Under 
each subtopic, I’ve listed the authors who have discussed the 
subtopics.  My paper is now well on its way to being organized 
and ready to outline.

Gangs/Law 
Enforcement

Democracy/Discrimin
ation

Social 
Integration/Inhabitan
ts

Arias & Rodrigues Perlman Huguet & Carvalho

Perlman Huguet & Carvalho Perlman

Huguet & Carvalho Arias & Rodrigues Arias & Rodrigues



Outlining the Body
Working Thesis: Life in Brazilian favelas represents not only poverty, but 
it also presents a culture of violence and distrust.

Discussion Area: Inhabitants and Social Integration
• Paragraph: Topic Sentence

• Source: Huguet and Carvalho
• Discussion:

• Paragraph: Transition and Topic Sentence
• Source: Perlman
• Discussion:

• Paragraph: Transition and Topic Sentence
• Source: Arias and Rodrigues
• Discussion:

• Paragraph: Synthesis of the sources to the thesis.



Outlining the Body—Continued
Transition to new Discussion Area: Democracy and Discrimination

• Paragraph: Topic Sentence
• Source: Perlman
• Discussion:

• Paragraph: Transition and Topic Sentence
• Source: Huguet and Carvalho
• Discussion:

• Paragraph: Transition and Topic Sentence
• Source: Arias and Rodrigues
• Discussion:

• Paragraph: Synthesis of sources to the thesis.



Outlining the Body—Continued
Transition to new Discussion Area: Gangs and Law Enforcement

• Paragraph: Topic Sentence
• Source: Arias and Rodrigues
• Discussion:

• Paragraph: Transition and Topic Sentence
• Source: Perlman
• Discussion:

• Paragraph: Transition and Topic Sentence
• Source: Huguet and Carvalho
• Discussion

• Paragraph: Synthesis of sources to the thesis.
Transition to new Discussion Area: _____________________



Questions


